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ABSTRACT Low-angle x-ray diffraction patterns from relaxed insect ﬂight muscle recorded on the BioCAT beamline at the
Argonne APS have been modeled to 6.5 nm resolution (R-factor 9.7%, 65 reﬂections) using the known myosin head atomic
coordinates, a hinge between the motor (catalytic) domain and the light chain-binding (neck) region (lever arm), together with
a simulated annealing procedure. The best head conformation angles around the hinge gave a head shape that was close to
that typical of relaxed MdADPdPi heads, a head shape never before demonstrated in intact muscle. The best packing
constrained the eight heads per crown within a compact crown shelf projecting at ;908 to the ﬁlament axis. The two heads of
each myosin molecule assume nonequivalent positions, one head projecting outward while the other curves round the thick
ﬁlament surface to nose against the proximal neck of the projecting head of the neighboring molecule. The projecting heads
immediately suggest a possible cross-bridge cycle. The relaxed projecting head, oriented almost as needed for actin
attachment, will attach, then release Pi followed by ADP, as the lever arm with a purely axial change in tilt drives ;10 nm of
actin ﬁlament sliding on the way to the nucleotide-free limit of its working stroke. The overall arrangement appears well designed
to support precision cycling for the myogenic oscillatory mode of contraction with its enhanced stretch-activation response used
in ﬂight by insects equipped with asynchronous ﬁbrillar ﬂight muscles.
INTRODUCTION
Myoﬁlaments and myosin cross-bridges of asynchronous
ﬁbrillar insect ﬂight muscle (IFM), especially IFM from
giant waterbugs (Lethocerus sp.), form the most highly
ordered lattice arrays known in any invertebrate muscle,
providing unusually favorable material for biophysical
studies of the disposition and action of cross-bridges (e.g.,
Tregear et al., 1998a,b; Taylor et al., 1999). Cross-bridges
are the heads of myosin molecules, reaching from thick
toward thin myoﬁlaments, and known to be the molecular
motors that produce force and shortening in muscle by ATP-
driven cycles of mechanochemical partnership with the actin
of thin ﬁlaments (Huxley, 1969; Lymn and Taylor, 1971).
Much past work on IFM has emphasized the rigor state, in
which exhaustion of MgATP maximizes attachment of
strongly bound cross-bridges to actin, trapping these in
a conﬁguration of special interest because it approximates
the end of the power stroke (Reedy et al., 1965; Chen et al.,
2002). The relaxed state (Fig. 1), in which myosin head
ordering and structure may well approximate those of
isolated thick ﬁlaments, uninﬂuenced by interactions with
actin, has been less fully described (Reedy et al., 1983;
Reedy et al., 1992) but is clearly important as it is the state
from which cross-bridges must depart to commence an
active power stroke, and from which the action of the power
stroke may be partly deduced by the degree and direction of
such departure.
Modeling of myosin layer-line intensities from low-angle
x-ray diffraction patterns of relaxed ﬁbers provides one way
of acquiring such data, especially valuable because rapid
time-resolved x-ray diffraction of muscle ﬁbers is currently
the most powerful method for monitoring in global detail the
structural transitions that accompany activation and force
generation (e.g., Harford and Squire, 1992, 1997; Squire,
1998, 2000; Linari et al., 2000; Irving et al., 2000).
Such modeling is more promising, because more con-
strained, when applied to diffraction data from muscles that
have the most nearly crystalline lattices. Among striated
muscles, IFM from Lethocerus (Schmitz et al., 1994) shares
with skeletal muscles of bony ﬁsh (Luther and Squire, 1980;
Harford and Squire, 1986; Luther et al., 1996) the distinction
of having a ‘‘simple lattice’’ hexagonal unit cell in the
A-band (Fig. 2 c, left and right, respectively). This means
that all myosin ﬁlaments in a single A-band, or at least
a substantial subdomain of the A-band, are arranged in
rotational register. This provides a distinct modeling
advantage over A-band arrays of frog, rabbit, and other
higher vertebrate striated muscles (Fig. 2 c, center), which
exhibit a statistical superlattice arrangement for the myosin
ﬁlaments that has no systematic unit cell (Luther and Squire,
1980; Luther et al., 1996).
Hudson et al. (1997) and Squire et al. (1998) have recently
modeled thick ﬁlament structure in bony ﬁsh muscle to
conform with low-angle x-ray diffraction data (Harford and
Squire, 1986), basing myosin head shape on the S1 atomic
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model from Rayment et al. (1993a) and Rayment and Holden
(1993). In that case, intensity data obtained at the CLRC
Daresbury synchrotron source were processed using CCP13
software for stripping reﬂections from background in ﬁber
diffraction patterns (www.ccp13.ac.uk and www.ccp13.org).
The data were modeled with appropriately adapted conven-
tional Fourier transform computations (Hudson et al., 1997).
Modeling 56 reﬂections extending to a resolution of 1/6.5
nm1, and reﬁning on 23–25 different parameters that affect
FIGURE 1 EM images and analysis of a myac layer (myosin and actin
alternate where a 25 nm section includes single ﬁlament layer) from
glycerinated, unstretched, Lethocerus IFM, plunge-frozen to 1908C in the
relaxed state (5 mM Mg-ATP), then freeze-substituted in acetone at 808C
via TAURAC ﬁxation. Scale bars¼ 232 nm. (a) EM shows;70% of length
of a typical 2.67 mm sarcomere. Thick ﬁlaments keep a tight lateral register
across the A-band of axial 14.5-nm cross-bridge repeat, despite a loose
whole-ﬁlament register (meander of Z- and M-bands). (b) The same
preparation as a but a different region showing clear C-ﬁlament connections
to the Z-band. (c and d) The ﬁltered image brings out a long 116-nm repeat
as ‘‘beating’’ of a 14.5-nm myosin repeat against two 38.7-nm pseudor-
epeats of actin, one intrinsic to thick ﬁlaments, the other to thin ﬁlaments. In
d, 38.7 nm appears as denser cross-bridge contacts with dense segments
(troponin) along thin ﬁlaments, in contrast to rigor and active contraction
where cross-bridges between troponins are predominant (Taylor et al.,
1999). (e) The computed image transform from the A-band region between
arrowheads in a shows that cryoﬁxation has preserved native ordering of
layer-line relative intensities (14.5[ 38.7[ 23.2[ 19.3 nm; see native
x-ray pattern of Fig. 2 a). By contrast, direct chemical ﬁxation suppresses
23.2 nm and enhances 19.3 nm (giving 14.5[ 38.7[ 19.3  23.2 nm)
(Reedy et al., 1983, 1987). Scale bars in a, b, and d all show;16 repeats of
the 14.5-nm repeat of myosin head crowns.
FIGURE 2 (a) The full relaxed insect low-angle x-ray diffraction pattern,
showing 20 layer-lines, based on a 116-nm repeat, and ;468 Bragg
reﬂections. This pattern is obtained from relaxed bundles of glycerinated
ﬂight muscle from the waterbug Lethocerus indicus in the Mg-ATP relaxed
state. (b) Surface helical net for vertebrate skeletal and IFM thick ﬁlaments
comparing the helical repeat and the true axial repeat of the two structures.
Rotation from crown to crown is 408 in vertebrate skeletal muscle and 33.758
in IFM. Vertebrate skeletal muscle has threefold rotational symmetry and
IFM has fourfold. (c) Unit cell in transverse view for IFM, frog, and ﬁsh
(from left to right, respectively) and their lattice spacings (A is actin ﬁlament,
M is myosin ﬁlament). IFM and ﬁsh have a simple lattice, whereas frog has
a superlattice with the myosin ﬁlaments not in rotational register.
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myosin head disposition, all model searches, regardless of
starting conﬁguration, converged via simulated annealing to
essentially the same ﬁnal head conﬁguration with a global
minimum R-factor of ;3%.
That the ﬁnal preferred structure in resting ﬁsh muscle
(Hudson et al., 1997) would exhibit the two heads of each
myosin molecule as nonequivalent in position, obviously
distinct from one another in tilt, slew, and rotation, is
unsurprising, given one’s expectation that they diverge from
their common junction of origin with the myosin rod without
superimposing or clashing. More interesting is that the
preferred model exhibits three nonequivalent forms of
myosin head pairs with close but nonclashing heads, forming
three nonequivalent cross-bridge crowns and requiring six
nonequivalent head positions, though all heads are of the
Rayment et al. shape. This observation, consistent with
previous results on the ‘‘forbidden’’ meridional reﬂections
seen in vertebrate muscle diffraction patterns (Huxley and
Brown, 1967; Harford and Squire, 1986; Squire et al., 1982),
is strengthened by a 3% R-factor that has proved exquisitely
sensitive to small perturbations from the preferred head
conﬁgurations (Hudson et al., 1997; Squire et al., 1998).
With such effective data-stripping and model-searching
procedures available, together with the availability of very
high quality x-ray diffraction patterns due to improved
synchrotron-based technologies, we decided to model the
low-angle x-ray diffraction pattern from relaxed glycerinated
Lethocerus IFM (Fig. 2 a), which shows over 468 Bragg
reﬂections (over 65 of which are strong and exclusively from
the myosin ﬁlaments) extending out to a resolution of 1/6.5
nm1. This would add welcome detail to what is already
known of relaxed IFM thick ﬁlament structure (Fig. 2, b and
c) from x-ray diffraction (Tregear and Clarke, 1984; Miller
and Tregear, 1972; Reedy et al., 1987), scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) mass/length measurements
(Reedy et al., 1981), and electron microscopy that decisively
showed fourfold symmetry and the hand of the helix (Morris
et al., 1991; Reedy et al., 1993; Schmitz et al., 1994). In
contrast to the surface array of vertebrate skeletal myosin
ﬁlaments, with three myosins per crown and crowns every
14.3 nm, Lethocerus IFM presents four myosins per crown,
axially repeating every 14.5 nm (Fig. 2 b). The 14.5-nm
spacing is the eighth order of the 116-nm thick ﬁlament repeat
(rather than the third order of;43 nm in vertebrate muscles;
IFM has no 43-nm repeat). The IFM fourfold crown repeat
rotates by 33.758 (rather than 408 as in vertebrate ﬁlaments)
with every 14.5-nm axial translation, developing a four-
strand right-hand structure of helical pitch 154.7 nm, true
axial repeat 116 nm, and with a pseudohelical repeat at 38.67
nm that matches the 38.67-nm pseudohelical repeat of IFM
actin (the exact repeat of the actin is 2 3 38.67 nm).
Vertebrate thick ﬁlaments have a three-strand structure of
pitch 128.7 nm and true helical and axial repeat of 42.9 nm.
A proper model for resting IFM thick ﬁlaments should
help to resolve whether activated cross-bridges reaching to
bind actin must pivot out from origins within or between
crown levels, a key point for interpreting the declines in
meridional 14.5-nm and 7.2-nm intensity that accompany
force generation in IFM (Tregear et al., 1998a,b; Taylor et al.,
1999). In fact, this x-ray diffraction modeling, using the
original and modiﬁcations of the Rayment et al. (1993a) head
shape, shows that relaxed heads in IFM are essentially
conﬁned to the shelves and adopt a molecular shape similar
to that described by Houdusse et al. (2000) and Houdusse
and Sweeney (2001) for S1 with MgdADPdVanadate bound.
The paired heads of a single myosin molecule are assumed
identical in shape, but they adopt nonequivalent positions.
One head projects out from the thick ﬁlament surface,
presumably emphasizing the projecting shelves of density
seen in electron micrographs (Fig. 1), while the second head
reaches circumferentially around the backbone to bring its
ATP-binding region into contact with the essential light
chain region of the neck behind the projecting head of an
adjacent myosin molecule. This is not the same as the
intramolecular contact described between coheads within
unphosphorylated smooth muscle myosin (Wendt et al.,
2000) where the converter domain of one head is contacted
by the actin-binding face of the co-head, not by its ATP-
binding site. Nevertheless, the contact found here could
likewise greatly inhibit the ATPase of the inner head in the
resting state. There could also be an indirect effect of the inner
head on the ATPase of the outer head through contact with the
essential light chain. Thus anymechanical perturbation of this
inter-head contact that might result from stretching themuscle
could make it a key trigger-point for the release of ATPase
inhibition that enables the stretch-activation response for
which IFM is famous (Pringle, 1967). A possible contractile
cycle is immediately evident from the close similarity in
position with respect to actin between the catalytic domain of
the outward head in our relaxed structure and the catalytic
domain conﬁguration on actin in rigor muscle.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Muscle preparation
As previously described (Reedy et al., 1992), dorsal longitudinal muscles
(DLM) of Lethocerus indicus, imported live after being collected in
Thailand near Chiang Mai by Torben and Alison Poulsen, were
permeabilized, glycerinated, and stored for 2–40 months at 1008C in
GLY 75 RLX (relaxing buffer (below) made up in 75% glycerol with 5 mM
DTT). X-ray diffraction was carried out as described (Tregear et al.,
1998a,b) on horizontal bundles of 15–25 ﬁbers, 0.3 3 16 mm, glued with
cellulose nitrate cement to longitudinally aligned stainless steel rods in the
Kapton-windowed x-ray diffraction chamber of a muscle mechanical set-up
(Gu¨th Muscle Research System; Scientiﬁc Instruments for Muscle Research,
Heidelberg; cf. Gu¨th and Wojciechowski, 1986). Fibers were washed free of
glycerol storage buffer by a 3-min perfusion with relaxing solution
containing (in mM) MgCl2 (5), ATP (5), EGTA (5), NaN3 (5), and MOPS
buffer (20) at pH 6.8, then pulled just taut for orientation, and subject to
diffraction at 238C in the same buffer. For thin-section electron microscopy,
single ﬁbers mounted across stainless U-pins (Reedy et al., 1994) were
soaked in relaxing buffer with 15% glucose as cryoprotectant, then quick-
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frozen by manual plunging into liquiﬁed ethane cooled to 1808C and
freeze-substituted as described (Taylor et al., 1999) for Araldite embedding
and thin sectioning. Fourier transforms and ﬁltered images were produced
using CRISP software (www.calidris_.com) on TIFF images captured by an
AGFADuoScan T2500 ﬂatbed scanner at 600–1250 dpi from EM negatives.
X-ray data acquisition
Patterns were recorded using x rays of l ¼ 0.1033 nm on the BioCAT
beamline 18-ID at the APS using the small angle camera described by Irving
et al. (2000) at a 1960-mm specimen-detector distance and a CCD detector
(Reedy et al., 2000). The ﬁber bundle was centered on the x-ray beam using
a theodolite to superimpose it over a beam-burn on burn paper. The beam
was focused to give a cross section of V 3 H ¼ 200 3 600 mm at the
specimen and 75 3 180 mm at the detector. Thus 6–8 fresh 600 mm
segments along the 5-mm open length of ﬁber bundle could be translated
into the beam one after another as needed to start fresh on an unirradiated
specimen region. A strip of Al sheet metal ;0.4 mm thick was positioned
over the CCD along the equator, attenuating the strongest equatorial spots to
;0.01 and thereby avoiding a readout artifact in the CCD images. Exposures
of 100 ms using 90% beam attenuation routinely gave good patterns (Fig.
2 a) from ﬁber bundles 250–350 mm in diameter. About ten patterns
approaching this quality were obtained, but none quite matched its
orientation and spot-sharpness, so this pattern was used for deﬁnitive ﬁnal
analysis.
Data stripping and modeling
In this work, low-angle x-ray diffraction patterns (Fig. 2 a) were stripped by
the application of CCP13 software (CCP13 is the BBSRC/EPSRC/CCLRC-
funded ‘‘collaborative computational project in ﬁber diffraction’’ (http://
www.ccp13.ac.uk and http://www.ccp13.org). The shape of the myosin
head (Fig. 3 a) was deﬁned on the basis of the structure deposited at the
Brookhaven database (Rayment et al., 1993a); we started with a lower
FIGURE 3 (a) The myosin head structure
(Rayment et al., 1993a) as downloaded from
the pdb database showing the deﬁnitions of
the head orientation in terms of the x, y, and
z axes and illustrating the myosin heavy
chain and the two light chains (the regula-
tory light chain (green) and essential light
chain (blue)). The long a–helical part of the
heavy chain in red in the core of the
regulatory light chain region provides the
link between the heads and the rest of the
myosin ﬁlament. The actin-binding face of
the myosin head is top right and slightly
facing up and out of the page. The motor or
catalytic domain and the neck or lever arm
are indicated. (b) Representation of a in
terms of a 59-sphere model. The volume of
these spheres, each of radius 8.61 A˚, was
chosen to express the overall mass of the
myosin head, assuming constant protein
density within all spheres. The black dots
in a and b represent the position of the origin
(0, 0, 0). (c–h) Three different views of the
head in a and of its simulation in b illustrat-
ing the deﬁnition of the three head reference
axes x, y, and z. These are initially set
parallel to muscle reference axes X, Y, and Z.
The parameters discussed in the text and in
Fig. 4 refer to movements around these axes.
The z axis is parallel to the muscle long axis
which we call Z. If the x axis starts pointing
out radially from the ﬁlament surface, this
deﬁnes the ﬁlament axis X. The Y axis is
orthogonal to X and Z. The head tilt (b)
refers to the tilt of the head x axis around the
Y-reference axis in the X-Z plane. The slew
(a) refers to the rotation of the head x axis
around the muscle Z axis in the X-Y plane.
The rotation (u) refers to movements around
the head x axis. a shows the zero tilt position
of the head, but clearly the head mass is
already tilted up. The axial range of tilts
was therefore set at 458 upward and 1358
downward since beyond these values the
heads would sterically clash with the backbone. ( f–h) These show the head orientations as in c–e but for the representation of the head as a set of 59 spheres.
The initial searches were carried out with the 59-sphere model ( f–h). Final searches and reﬁnements were carried out with the full pdb structure (c–e).
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resolution structure kindly given to us by Ivan Rayment. The S1 head shape
was modeled using 59 spheres each of radius 8.61 A˚ (Fig. 3 b) such that the
computed Fourier transform of the model head and the Rayment data agreed
out to a resolution of 65 A˚ with a correlation coefﬁcient of 0.995. The
positions of the myosin heads, relative to the axes indicated in Fig. 3, f–h,
were described using the smallest number of structural parameters necessary
to deﬁne the structure adequately (Fig. 4; Table 2). Fourfold rotational
symmetry and perfect helical symmetry for the whole ﬁlament were assumed
throughout. Thus only the positions of onemyosin head pair on one 14.5-nm-
spaced ‘‘crown’’ of cross-bridges needed to be deﬁned. Chosen parameters
(Fig. 4) included the radius and azimuth of the midpoint between the two
myosin head origins in one molecule, the surface separation and angle of the
origins of these two myosin heads, and the tilt, slew, and rotation about its
own axis of each of the two nonequivalent myosin heads, thus making 10
parameters. In addition to this, there are another three parameters which
describe the pivot tilt, pivot slew, and pivot rotation of the catalytic domain
relative to the neck domain. This brings the total number of parameters to 13.
The zero tilt, zero slew, and zero rotation conﬁguration was obtained by
taking the Rayment et al. (1993a) pdb ﬁle and placing it on the ﬁlament
surface as shown as a shaded head in Fig. 4.
The geometry of the insect ﬂight muscle myosin ﬁlaments in the simple
hexagonal A-band unit cell (Fig. 2 c), as described above, is qualitatively
similar to that of ﬁsh muscle (Hudson, 1997; Hudson et al., 1997) and can be
fully described using the parameters provided by the software developed for
ﬁsh muscle. As mentioned above, the eight myosin heads per crown in insect
ﬂight muscle are arranged in pairs to form a four-stranded helix with a repeat
of 116.0 nm (Fig. 2 b). Each level of myosin heads is separated axially by
14.5 nm giving a total of eight levels within the repeating unit, each level
being rotated azimuthally by 33.758 from the next. In the modeling, the
starting diameter of the thick ﬁlament backbone was assumed to be slightly
larger (because of the extra cross-bridge strand) than in ﬁsh muscle and
therefore the starting radius (Fig. 4) for each myosin head was set at ;7 nm
(cf. Morris et al., 1991). All such parameters are user-deﬁnable in the
modeling software of Hudson et al. (1997), and the search can cover both
smaller and larger values. Therefore, many different starting IFM structures
could be and were easily generated; the ﬁnal result proved independent of
the starting model.
As discussed earlier, analysis both of the low-angle x-ray diffraction
pattern and of electron micrographs of insect ﬂight muscle indicates that the
myosin heads probably form an exact helix with none of the perturbations
observed in ﬁsh or frog muscle. This exact helicity means that, for the entire
ﬁlament, every pair of myosin heads within one myosin molecule can be
assumed to have the same conformation. This, in turn, means that only 13
parameters need to be determined (Table 2), rather than the 22–25 needed for
ﬁsh muscle (Hudson et al., 1997; Squire et al., 1998). The geometry of the
ﬁlament, coupled with the geometry of the unit cell in which it is situated,
gives the Fourier transform 1808 rotational symmetry, meaning that only half
of the transform is unique and needs to be calculated.
Initial modeling with the simulated annealing were done using the 59-
sphere representation for the myosin head and moving the catalytic domain
relative to the neck domain by pivoting about sphere number 21 to change
the head shape from the Rayment head. Then local minimizations and ﬁnal
reﬁnements were done using the atomic coordinates using the pdb ﬁle of the
Rayment head and pivoting the catalytic domain about the Ca position of
residue 780. This allowed us to get a ﬁnal head shape that we could directly
compare with the other known crystal structures, as in Fig. 7.
FIGURE 4 Illustration of the 13 model parameters that
were used in the searches and which are detailed in the
caption to Fig. 3 and in Table 2.
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Helix geometry and Bessel orders for
IFM thick ﬁlaments
As the helix of myosin heads in insect ﬂight muscle is thought not to contain
perturbations, it is possible to make extensive use of Bessel function Fourier
transforms. This speeds up the Fourier transform computation because the
Bessel function transform requires only the coordinates of one pair of
myosin heads. The general transform for insect muscle (as used for ﬁsh
muscle) would otherwise require determination of the positions of all 64
myosin heads in the 116-nmmyosin ﬁlament repeat. Also, as detailed below,
if the insect ﬂight muscle diffraction pattern is considered only out to
a resolution of 6.5 nm, appropriate modeling requires only the inclusion of
one Bessel function order per layer-line. This saves on both calculation time
and computer memory.
The strict description of the cross-bridge helix on IFM thick ﬁlaments is
that it is a four-stranded 32/3 helix (i.e., each helix repeats after a true repeat
distance c in which there are 32 cross-bridge pairs in three turns of the helix)
of true repeat 464 nm. In this case the helix pitch is 154.7 nm (¼ 4/3 3 116
nm) but there is a noninteger number of heads per turn. Using the
conventional layer-line equation for diffraction from helical structures (see
Harford and Squire, 1997) with u (number of turns) ¼ 3 and v (number
of subunits) ¼ 32 (which come from the insect thick ﬁlament geometry)
gives:
lc ¼ 32m1 3n: (1)
Here m can be any integer (it corresponds to orders of the ﬁrst meridional
reﬂection), lc is the layer-line number on the full 464-nm repeat, and n is the
Bessel function order. Varying m as an integer for a given lc gives the
appropriate Bessel function contributions (n) on that particular layer-line.
However, because the structure is four-stranded and the number of subunits
in a full helix repeat of each strand is also divisible by four, the myosin
ﬁlament repeat is reduced from being c to being c/4. This means that only
layer-line numbers lc which are multiples of four will be observed. Relative
to ﬁsh muscle thick ﬁlaments, if they were considered as perfect helices, far
fewer Bessel function contributions on each layer-line are required to model
the IFM pattern at 6.5 nm. This is illustrated in Table 1.
Thick and thin ﬁlaments and deﬁnitions
We have seen in the last section that the Bessel orders on particular myosin
ﬁlament layer-lines can be determined using Eq. 1 and the proper cross-
bridge helix repeat c of 4 3 116 nm. A certain set of layer-line numbers lc
was deﬁned on this basis. However, it so happens that in insect ﬂight muscle
the geometry of the actin ﬁlaments is different from the nearly 13/6 helix
found in vertebrate muscles, but is more like a 28/13 helix with a true repeat
of 77.33 nm (2/3 3 116 nm). This structure has a pseudorepeat (crossover
repeat) of ;38.67 nm, which is exactly one-third of the true 116-nm repeat
of the myosin ﬁlaments. Because the actin and myosin repeats are related, it
is convenient to refer all layer-lines to the common axial repeat of 232 nm.
This is 23 116 nm for the myosin ﬁlaments and 33 77.33 nm for the actin
ﬁlaments, but as it happens it is only one-half of the c repeat used in Eq. 1 to
calculate the Bessel order contributions on different layer-lines. This means
that the layer-line numbers l that are used from now on to index the IFM low-
angle layer-lines are all multiples of two (rather than lc being a multiple of
four based on a repeat c ¼ 2 3 232 nm) and that the layer-lines from the
actin and myosin ﬁlaments can all be included as orders of the common
repeat of 232 nm. Table 1 summarizes the predicted Bessel orders from the
myosin and actin ﬁlaments and shows which are expected to be strong.
Searching and optimization procedures
Details of the optimization procedures are given in Hudson (1997) and
Hudson et al. (1997). They are only brieﬂy summarized here. The ‘‘best’’
structures, as deﬁned by the objective R-factor described below, were
identiﬁed by searches and reﬁnements involving simulated annealing,
downhill simplex, and other optimization routines (Brent, 1973; Nelder and
Mead, 1965; Press et al., 1992). Simulated annealing algorithms (Press et al.,
1992) are ideal for searching for global minima in a parameter space that
consists of many local minima. It is possible, using simulated annealing, to
start at an arbitrary point in parameter space (restricting the parameter ranges
to within physically reasonable bounds makes things quicker) and then to
locate the global minimum. Once the annealing algorithm had found
a reasonably good model and was at a very low temperature, we used local
minimization routines to ﬁnd the absolute minimum in the region. Two local
minimization routines were used; the downhill simplex method and Powell’s
method (Press et al., 1992). These routines work in markedly different ways;
reaching the same local minimum by both methods was a good test of the
reliability of the result. The reﬁnement protocol was: 1), ﬁnd a good model
using simulated annealing; 2), reﬁne it using the downhill simplex method;
3), reﬁne it using Powell’s method; 4), repeat the last two steps. Goodness of
ﬁt was assessed by a weighted R-factor given by:
R ¼ +
N
i¼1ðIoi  Ici Þ2=s2i
+
N
i¼1ðIoi Þ2=s2i
; (2)
TABLE 1 Layer-lines expected from myosin and actin
ﬁlaments and troponin in IFM
Orders of
464 nm
lc
Orders of
232 nm
l (¼lc/2)
Spacing
nm
Myosin
ﬁlaments
(116-nm
repeat)
Actin
ﬁlaments
(77.33-nm
repeat)
Used in
modeling
2 1 232.00
4 2 116.00 J12
6 3 77.33 J13 & J15
8 4 58.00 J8
10 5 46.40
12 6 38.67 VS J4 VS J2 1 troponin
14 7 33.14
16 8 29.00 J16/J16
18 9 25.78 J11
20 10 23.20 S J4 Yes
22 11 21.09
24 12 19.33 J8 S J4 1 troponin
26 13 17.85
28 14 16.57 J12
30 15 15.47 J9
32 16 14.50 VS J0 Yes
34 17 13.65
36 18 12.89 J12 J6 1 troponin
38 19 12.21
40 20 11.60 J8
42 21 11.05 J7
44 22 10.54 S J4 Yes
46 23 10.09
48 24 9.67 J16/J16 J8 1 troponin?
50 25 9.28
52 26 8.92 SJ4 Yes
54 27 8.59 J5
56 28 8.29 J8
58 29 8.00
60 30 7.73 J12 J10 1 troponin?
62 31 7.48
64 32 7.25 VS J0 Yes
68 33 7.03 J3
In each case Bessel function orders are given for the strongest predicted
myosin and actin peaks. S, strong; VS, very strong.
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where Io is the observed intensity, Ic is the calculated intensity, N is the
number of intensities, and si denotes the standard deviation associated
with Ioi .
In summary, in this modeling, 65 independent reﬂection intensities were
used in searches to optimize ;13 parameters. Finding an optimal model
from the insect data was a relatively straightforward task once the searching
techniques had been successfully implemented with ﬁsh muscle (Hudson
et al., 1997). As described earlier, the searches identiﬁed a single preferred
arrangement for the myosin heads in resting insect muscle.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electron microscopy of relaxed IFM
Fig. 1 shows the thin-section electron microscope appear-
ance of the relaxed-state A-band lattice in quick-frozen
freeze-substituted Lethocerus IFM. Part of a major electron
microscopy study of IFM that will be further detailed
elsewhere (in preparation), Fig. 1 is offered here to orient
readers to the source structure from which our x-ray
diffraction data were acquired. As described fully in the
ﬁgure legend, cryoﬁxation preserves some native lattice
features more faithfully than our best previous efforts with
chemical ﬁxation. The Fourier transform (Fig. 1 e) and
averaged images (Fig. 1, c and d) are the ﬁrst from
Lethocerus IFM to clearly demonstrate the advantages of
using cryomethodology.
In IFM electron micrographs (Fig. 1, a–d) the 14.5-nm
period is marked by shelves;6 nm thick that project out 5–7
nm at 908 from thick ﬁlament backbones ;6 nm in radius.
These crown shelves appear as dense stripes or ridges in
longitudinal sections, and as square proﬁles 17–22 nm on
a side in ultrathin transverse sections (Schmitz et al., 1994;
Reedy et al., 1993). Consistent with this is the prominence of
the 14.5-nm layer-line in the Fourier transform in Fig. 1 e.
On some calculations the projecting shelf volume is
sufﬁcient to contain 76–100% of the eight heads per crown
(Reedy et al., 1992), where 100% implies that every relaxed
head and its origin both remain fully within a crown shelf
until cross-bridge action tilts heads axially away from crown
level. Other calculations (Morris et al., 1991) indicate that
the shelves might contain only the catalytic domains of
myosin heads, with regulatory domains and origins lying
between crown levels, so the mass of each cross-bridge
might leave the crown shelf entirely as it pivots out from
intercrown origins to bind actin. This issue is illuminated but
not settled by electron micrographs from both cycling
(Taylor, et al., 1999) and noncycling (Schmitz, et al., 1997)
nucleotide states, which commonly show apparent cross-
bridge contacts with actin that extend directly from the
density of the crown shelf, implying intracrown cross-bridge
origins.
Preliminary modeling of insect diffraction data
The currently accepted atomic model for actin ﬁlaments was
arrived at not by direct crystallography, but was ‘‘con-
structed from the atomic structure of the actin monomer to ﬁt
the observed x-ray ﬁber diagram. . .[ﬁnding]. . .a unique
[best] orientation of the monomer with respect to the actin
helix [of 80001 structures computationally tested]’’
(Holmes et al., 1990). Here, we report the use of a related
(not identical) approach to model the form and arrangement
of myosin heads on a highly regular myosin ﬁlament,
computer-generating and testing some 50001 randomly
generated models repeatedly to ﬁnd and conﬁrm a unique
best ﬁt to the muscle ﬁber pattern.
The unprecedented detail and sharpness provided by low-
angle synchrotron x-ray diffraction patterns from relaxed
Lethocerus IFM ﬁbers, as recorded at the Argonne/APS/
BioCAT beamline, is seen in Fig. 2 a. The pattern is
extremely rich and well sampled. Layer-line numbering on
a 232-nm axial repeat is shown. It turns out that modeling the
insect pattern presents a complication. Unlike ﬁsh muscle, in
insect ﬂight muscle diffraction patterns there are certain
layer-lines, such as the sixth at 1/38.7 nm1, which contain
contributions both from the actin ﬁlaments and from the
myosin ﬁlaments because of their related helical periodici-
ties. A priori the contribution from each ﬁlament is
unknown. There is an added difﬁculty that the troponin on
each actin ﬁlament also has an axial repeat of 38.7 nm, and
this will contribute strongly on and near to the meridian of
the diffraction pattern at orders of that repeat. However, from
the known geometry of the myosin head and actin arrange-
ments it is possible (Table 1) to identify which layer-lines
will contain contributions from only a single ﬁlament type
and which will have contributions from both ﬁlaments.
The major example of a compound layer-line containing
contributions from myosin, the actin ﬁlament, and troponin
is the 38.7-nm layer-line (l ¼ 6 on a 232-nm repeat). The
second order of this at 1/19.3 nm1 also has a contribution
from actin and troponin as well as a weaker contribution
from myosin. For the initial modeling of just the resting
myosin head pattern it was decided to omit the sixth and
twelfth layer-lines (and all multiples of six) and to include
only those myosin layer-lines with Bessel orders of 0 and 6
4, namely, those at d-spacings of 23.20, 14.50, 10.54, 8.92,
and 7.25 nm. As expected, these are, in fact, the strongest
layer-lines in Fig. 2 a apart from l ¼ 6 at 38.67 nm. The
38.67-nm layer-line, though labeled in green in Fig. 2 a, was
not used in the modeling process, only predicted from the
model after the model had been produced. As it happens, the
original insect muscle pattern contains many more reﬂec-
tions than can realistically be modeled in a short period of
computational time (one week). It was a considerable help to
be able to ignore in the computations the layer-lines observed
to be weak. A resolution ﬁlter was also applied to the data so
that information originating from a higher resolution than 6.5
nm was omitted. The layer-lines used ﬁnally in the modeling
process are listed in Table 1, labeled in green in Fig. 2 a, and
shown in Fig. 5 a. Once a model has been found, it is
possible to re-create the myosin part of the mixed sixth and
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twelfth layer-lines using standard Fourier transform methods
and thereby identify the parts of the layer-lines with
contributions from actin ﬁlaments and troponin. If required,
other ‘‘weak’’’ layer-line proﬁles not included in the
reﬁnement can also be computed from the ﬁnal model to
check that large intensities are not predicted on those layer-
lines.
In the simulated annealing modeling, the myosin head
shape was represented as in Fig. 3, and the head positional
parameters were as shown in Fig. 4. Note that these included
changes in the shape of the myosin head at a hinge between
the catalytic domain and the neck region (the so-called
‘‘pivot’’ angles—see Materials and Methods for details). The
model of the insect thick ﬁlament structure could be assumed
to be perfectly helical (i.e., there is no known perturbation of
the cross-bridge array), and the beneﬁts in searching times
were noticeable. A single function evaluation took ;0.1 s
using Bessel function look-up tables; up to 3–4 times quicker
than the ﬁsh muscle calculations (Hudson et al., 1997). The
speed of the complete search was also increased by having to
search over only 13 parameters (see Fig. 4 and Table 2).
The preferred model
The best model parameters coming from the search are
shown in Table 2. The preferred structure produced the
simulated diffraction pattern shown in Fig. 5 b with an R-
factor over 65 independent reﬂections of 9.7%. This same
lowest R-factor model was consistently identiﬁed after
evaluating $5000 models generated in every search,
beginning these searches from many widely disparate
starting myosin head arrangements. A 3D reconstruction of
the data at 2-nm resolution (i.e., combining model phases
with observed amplitudes) is shown in Fig. 5 d. Note that
similar reﬁnements using the original Rayment head shape
(Rayment et al., 1993a) gave a lowest R-factor of 22.2%, but
FIGURE 5 (a) Lower right quadrant of the observed
relaxed IFM x-ray diffraction pattern stripped using CCP13
analysis and used for modeling 65 reﬂections with
a resolution cut-off of 6.5 nm. The myosin layer-line
spacings are shown at the left. (b) The diffraction produced
from the best model (illustrated in d). (c) The calculated
diffraction pattern including the meridional reﬂections and
the 38.6-nm layer-line, none of which were used in the
modeling. Only the myosin contribution on the 38.6-nm
layer-line is shown. The remainder of that layer-line is
presumed to come from the actin ﬁlaments (outer end) and
troponin (inner end). (d) Stereo image of the best model for
the relaxed IFMmyosin ﬁlament using the observed data in
a. The heads were modeled at 20 A˚ resolution using the
pdb atomic coordinates. Also, on the right (e), the best
model is shown with the heads displayed as a 59-sphere
model, with the white arrows showing the direction of the
two heads in one myosin molecule and the red spot
marking the shared origin of a corresponding pair of heads
(also shown in d). The backbone is shown in d and e as
a simple cylinder. It has been included only for visual
clarity and has not been ﬁtted to the data. The image in
d toward the top shows the inner heads colored green and
the outer heads colored pink. In e, heads in equivalent
positions along helical tracks through different 14.5-nm-
spaced crowns are the same color.
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this represented a physically impossible structure illustrated
in Fig. 6, a and b, left) where adjacent heads are sterically
clashing. Models using the Rayment head shape and giving
a physically plausible structure (with nonoverlapping heads)
gave R-factors which were all much[22.2%. Making use of
the Dominguez head shape (Dominguez et al., 1998), which
is in fact much closer to our preferred shape than is Rayment,
gave an R-factor of ;17.8%, in this case with nonclashing
heads. However, since our best model gave an R-factor of
only 9.7% it is clear that changing the pivot tilt, pivot slew,
and pivot rotation of the catalytic domain relative to the neck
enabled a profound improvement in the goodness of ﬁt. Note
that the simulated annealing protocol allowed searches over
all conceivable positions of the catalytic domain on the lever
arm, thus including shapes similar to all the myosin head
structures that have been seen by protein crystallography.
However, every model that gave an R-factor anything like
the preferred structure, when further subjected to local
reﬁnement (downhill simplex, etc.), always ended up at the
same structure as in Fig. 5, d and e. There was no alternative
structure, stable to further downhill simplex treatment, that
gave a comparable R-factor to our preferred model. That our
best model not only gives a relatively low R-factor but also
shows heads physically nestling together (Fig. 6, a and b,
right) without any nonclashing constraint being imposed
upon them is strong evidence in favor of the validity of the
model and the power of the method.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, d and e, and Fig. 6 h, the two
heads in one myosin molecule are in quite different
dispositions, although they were modeled as having the
same shapes. One head projects out from the ﬁlament surface
and tucked in behind it, at a much lower radius, is one of the
heads from a neighboring myosin molecule. It is as though
this inner head might act as a support holding the projecting
head in position. Note that the contact face on the inner head
is on the opposite side of its catalytic domain from the actin-
binding site, therefore at or near its ATP-binding site,
whereas the contact face on the outer head appears to lie on
or near the essential light chain region of the neck. In
summary, the four head pairs in one crown form a fourfold
ring of interacting heads (Fig. 6 b, right), exhibiting contacts
that appear likely to physically stabilize the crown assembly,
with contact interfaces strategically placed in resting muscle
to enhance direct ATPase inhibition of the inner heads and
possibly inhibition of the ATPase of the outer head through
the essential light chain.
Comparison with previous IFM observations
The ﬁnal model shown in Fig. 5, d and e has myosin head
mass ﬁlling crown shelves of density every 14.5 nm along
the thick ﬁlament. This structure is therefore quite consistent
with earlier ideas about IFM thick ﬁlaments (e.g., Fig. 1).
The tilts of the two heads of about 118 and 328, res-
pectively (Table 2), are both close to putting the long axis of
the head roughly perpendicular to the myosin ﬁlament long
axis, as originally suggested in Reedy et al. (1965).
Compared with the 3D reconstruction analysis from electron
microscopy of negatively-stained, isolated, IFM thick
ﬁlaments by Morris et al. (1991), the new model in Fig. 5,
d and e has the heads less tilted away from the perpendicular.
Heads in the negatively-stained ﬁlaments may have been
slightly distorted by the stain. However, in both cases,
slightly splayed head pairs are consistent with the observa-
tions.
The ﬁlament 3D reconstruction of Morris et al. (1991)
does not deﬁne the myosin head positions as explicitly as our
x-ray model, but it comes from half-ﬁlaments whose M-line/
Z-line polarity is known, and so offers our best available
guide for assigning this polarity in our x-ray model.
Projected density models of both structures in Fig. 6, c–g
show the two aligned for a best global match. The two
models differ in radius, so it is not surprising that the match
with the x-ray model is nonideal at some crown levels. The
x-ray model places the head mass at a higher radius than
expected from EMs, with origins at 12.9 nm, outer tip at 20
nm, and averaged crown mass centered at radius 15.8 nm.
The relatively narrower model from EM negative staining as
well as measurements of thin-sectioned IFM (Appendix 2 in
Reedy et al., 1992) suggest that radial shrinkage of a wider
native structure is likely, brought about as the drying of
negative stain or the action of chemical ﬁxatives and solvent
dehydration ﬂattened the heads against the ﬁlament back-
bone. Even with this reservation, it remains clear that the
head curvature of the outer ends of the heads is in the upward
direction both in the electron microscopy projections (Fig. 6,
e–g) and in this orientation of the x-ray projection (Fig. 6, c
and d). We found all other alignments less satisfactory,
especially so for trials with the EM model reversed top for
bottom. For the EM model orientation shown (Fig. 6, e–g),
the ﬁlament M-band location is known to be at the top, so our
TABLE 2 Parameters needed to deﬁne the myosin
cross-bridge lattice in IFM and parameter values
for the best model
Best model values
Parameter Typical range Head 1 Head 2
*Slew, a 908 # a # 908 101.718 84.778
*Tilt, b 1358 # i # 458 10.928 32.238
*Rotation, u 08 # u # 3608 5.238 6.398
Radius, R 5.5 nm # Rmy # 15.0 nm 12.89 nm
Lattice rotation, f 08 # f # 3608 226.528
Head separation, Hs 0 nm # Hs # 5.0 nm 3.85 nm
Head angle, Ha 458 # Ha # 458 26.288
Pivot slew, ap 908 # ap # 908 70.308
Pivot tilt, bp 908 # ip # 908 27.268
Pivot rotation, up 08 # up # 3608 60.238
Note that the parameters marked * have individual values for each of the
nonequivalent myosin heads. Other parameters are the same for both heads.
The total number of parameters used was 13.
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conclusion is the same for the x-ray model orientation in Fig.
6, c and d and its surface-model stereo view in Fig. 5 d. The
resulting head orientation, with the concave part of the
curved myosin head facing toward the M-band, is similar to
the conclusion from resting ﬁsh muscle myosin ﬁlaments
(Hudson et al., 1997; Cantino et al., 2000) and is the head
orientation required for the known head interaction with
actin in the rigor state (Rayment et al., 1993b; Holmes, 1996,
1998). Details of the head conﬁguration in each fourfold
crown, including the positions of the actin binding sites
on the heads and the direction of the M-band, are given in
Fig. 6 h.
Besides the presence of most of the head mass within
axially limited shelves of density around the thick ﬁlament,
other observations consistent with the model presented here
include the observations that:
1. It is unlikely that any signiﬁcant part of the relaxed IFM
1/14.5-nm1 meridional intensity comes from the back-
bone or noncross-bridge structures, because the cross-
bridge rearrangement that occurs on going into rigor
abolishes all but 2–10% of this intensity. Since the rest-
ing head conformation in the model in Figs. 5 and 6 has
the head mass more-or-less perpendicular to the ﬁlament
axis, this will make the intensity of the 14.5-nm reﬂection
relatively high. However, in rigor the heads will move off
their 14.5-nm-spaced origins on myosin and in addition
will become tilted into the rigor conformation thus
radically reducing the intensity of the 14.5-nm reﬂection.
2. On a per-head basis, the intensity of the relaxed IFM 1/
14.5-nm1 meridional reﬂection is apparently substan-
tially greater than that of the resting frog or ﬁsh 1/14.3-
nm1 (M3) meridional peak relative to the rest of the
myosin layer-line pattern. This would be consistent with
the less protrusive ridges of mass marking the ;14-nm
repeat in thick ﬁlament electron micrographs from frog
and ﬁsh muscles (Stewart and Kensler, 1986; Kensler and
Stewart, 1989; Eakins et al., 2002). It is also consistent
with the more axially extended mass distribution in the
head arrangements in the resting ﬁsh muscle x-ray model
of Hudson et al. (1997) and Squire et al. (1998).
3. Cross-linking of intermyosin head contacts by trapping
of the bifunctional ATP analog bis22ATP (Levine, 1993,
1997) indicates primarily circumferential associations in
IFM thick ﬁlaments, as in our x-ray model (Fig. 6 h), in
contrast to the axially distributed intermyosin head
contacts detected by this method in thick ﬁlaments from
other striated muscles.
FIGURE 6 (a and b) The lowest R-factor structures using a Rayment head
(left; R-factor 22.2%) and the newmodeled head (right; R-factor 9.7%), both
viewed looking down the ﬁlament axis toward the Z-band. In each case,
a shows the relationship between the two heads of one myosin molecule and
b shows one full crown of eight heads. Note that the Rayment structure (left)
has sterically clashing heads. (c–g) Comparison of x-ray and electron
microscopy models (Morris et al., 1991). c, d are projections of the best
model of this study at 20 A˚ and 60 A˚ resolution, respectively, and e–g are
projections of the IFM thick ﬁlament 3D reconstruction of Morris et al.
(1991) based on analysis of electron micrograph images of negatively-
stained insect thick ﬁlaments with the 3D map recalculated with 100%, 50%,
and 0% weighting for the equator. Among other things, reduced weighting
of the equator reduces the contribution from the backbone, perhaps making
the EMmodel more comparable to the x-ray model. Comparison of c, d, and
e–g suggests that the polarity of the x-ray model is such that the M-band is at
the top, as it is known to be in the electron micrograph reconstructions. (h)
Two views of a single myosin head crown in the best model showing the
actin-binding sites on the myosin heads. As in a and b, the left image is
a view looking Z-ward from the M-band and the right shows a side view
with the actin ﬁlament axis nearly vertical, with the M-band at the top, Z-
band at bottom.
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Comparisons with other muscles
Our model will be valuable as it stands for direct analysis of
cross-bridge action in Lethocerus IFM and comparative
analysis of other muscles. However, it will probably not
transfer directly to some other IFMs of its general type
(myogenically rhythmic asynchronous ﬁbrillar IFM). For
example, in Drosophila IFM, the principal 14.5-nm re-
ﬂection is split across the meridian rather than centered on it,
and loses only 3% of intensity rather than 50% upon
activation (Irving and Maughan, 2000). Nevertheless,
analysis of normal and mutant IFM structural mechanics in
Drosophila can surely progress faster with support from the
modeling approach demonstrated here. Meanwhile, the
compact perpendicular crown shelves modeled in resting
Lethocerus IFM may help explain some contrasts with
vertebrate skeletal muscle. In vertebrate muscles, the well-
documented replacement of the resting 14.3-nm meridional
reﬂection by an active 14.6-nm reﬂection (Huxley and
Brown, 1967; Haselgrove, 1975; Piazzesi et al., 1999)
suggests replacement of the resting population by an active
population that retains none of the resting crown structure.
Lethocerus, on the other hand, shows little spacing change,
but only a simple intensity loss of 50% (Tregear et al.,
FIGURE 7 Comparing S1 from our
model with published crystal structures.
All are superimposed at the catalytic
domain, so that the differences between
models are expressed by the different
positions of the neck region or lever-
arm. (a and b) Stereo views. Green and
pointing slightly toward the viewer is
the Rayment et al. (1993a,b) chicken
skeletal myosin with no nucleotide (i.e.,
rigor-like); dark blue is the Dominguez
et al. (1998) chicken smooth muscle
myosin in ADPdAlF4 form; pale blue is
our Lethocerus model; orange is the
Houdusse et al. (2000) scallop myosin
in MgdADPdVO4 form. The view in
a has the actin ﬁlament axis vertical and
to the right, with the M-band at the top
and Z-band at the bottom, whereas b is
the view down the actin ﬁlament axis
toward the Z-band (behind the page). (c
and d) Direct comparison of the relaxed
Lethocerus head shape with the Ray-
ment et al. (1993a) structure. Green is
the Rayment rigor structure and pale
blue shows our Lethocerusmodel super-
imposed on the Rayment structure (Z-
band is at the bottom in c and behind the
page in d).
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1998a,b; Taylor et al., 1999). This can be modeled as simple
axial dispersion of relaxed crown mass as some heads form
angled bridges; the unchanged spacing and EM appearance
do not suggest any new crown structure. Quite likely the
crown shelves of relaxed Lethocerus already diffract the
strongest possible meridional at 14.5 nm, so that the 50%
intensity loss with activation largely expresses the small
angular variations and axial dispersion required for actin
attachment by 20–30% of the heads. In addition, the relaxed
IFM structure shows a lack of temperature sensitivity. As
found by Schlichting and Wray (1986), relaxed mammalian
striated muscle loses most of its thick ﬁlament helical order
when cooled below ;208C, in apparent coordination with
a shift from the MdADPdPi state to the MdATP state (Xu
et al., 1999). IFM in Lethocerus and most large insects also
works best at ;408C, and indeed must undergo a shivering
preﬂight warm-up to reach ﬂying temperature (Heinrich,
1993), but relaxed Lethocerus IFM shows no appreciable
change in diffraction when cooled from 338 to 28C (our data,
not shown). This suggests a crown structure more structur-
ally and enzymatically stable at low temperatures than
mammalian muscle, a property IFM appears to share with
skeletal muscles from cold-blooded vertebrates such as frogs
and ﬁsh (e.g., Harford and Squire, 1986).
The myosin head shape
Fig. 7 compares the myosin head shape from our modeling
with shapes determined from x-ray crystallography of
a variety of myosin heads either nucleotide-free or with
different ligands bound. The catalytic domains from all
crystal structures are superimposed, to make obvious the
different directions in which the neck region ‘‘lever arms’’
project. Although in our searching routines we deﬁned the
myosin head axis in terms of tilt, slew, and rotation relative
to the head origin on the myosin backbone and then changed
the angle of the catalytic domain relative to the neck position
by changing the pivot tilt, pivot slew, and pivot rotation
angles illustrated in Fig. 4, when it comes to looking at
myosin head shapes as they would be on actin it is more
convenient to use different deﬁnitions of the angles which
the neck makes with the catalytic domain. For this reason the
discussions which follow describe the neck orientation
relative to the catalytic domain in a different way from that in
Fig. 4. This time all parameters refer to the neck position on
a ‘‘vertical’’ actin ﬁlament. The neck conﬁguration on the
catalytic domain has been deﬁned using similar axes to those
used in Hopkins et al. (2002), where the two ends of the long
heavy chain a-helix through the neck deﬁne the neck long
axis (we used residues 780 to 843; Hopkins et al. started at
707) and the two ends of the heavy chain a-helical ‘‘hook’’
that leads into myosin S2 (residues 830 and 843) deﬁne the
hook axis. All angles refer to movements around the pivot
point on residue 780. Parameters relative to a ‘‘vertical’’
actin ﬁlament are (Fig. 8 a) a neck tilt about a horizontal axis
through the pivot point, a neck slew around an axis parallel to
the actin ﬁlament axis and through the pivot point, and a neck
rotation around the neck long axis direction. The neck
position in the Rayment head structure on actin was used as
the reference point at which neck tilt ¼ neck slew ¼ neck
rotation ¼ 0. In our deﬁnitions, positive neck tilt is toward
the M-band, positive neck slew is clockwise looking from the
M-band, and positive neck rotation is clockwise looking
down the neck toward the catalytic domain.
Previous work has largely deﬁned three different classes of
myosin head structure. The original nucleotide-free structure
(of chicken skeletal myosin) determined by Rayment et al.
(1993a), green in Fig. 7, a and b, had the head catalytic
domain and the neck region of the myosin head in a relatively
straight conﬁguration as seen here when bound to a vertical
actin. If the catalytic domain is oriented as in the rigor
attachment on actin (Milligan and Flicker, 1987; Rayment
et al., 1993b; Holmes, 1996, 1998) with the actin ﬁlament
axis vertical as in Fig. 7 a and the Z-band toward the bottom,
then the Rayment head has the neck region angled down at
;458. The head shape determined by Dominguez et al.
(1998), which was of chicken smooth myosin with
ADPdAlF4 bound, was proposed by them to mimic the
prepowerstroke shape of the head on actin (i.e., the
‘‘A’’dMdADPdPi state, although in the absence of actin).
This had the neck region (dark blue in Fig. 7, a and b) tilting
upward relative to the Rayment head (Fig. 7 a). The
difference in neck tilt (Fig. 8 a) between the two structures
using our deﬁnitions is 1308. Note that, in their article,
Dominguez et al. (1998) used a different deﬁnition of the
neck axis and quoted a different angular difference (708) from
that given here. Note also that the structures in their article
were also shown viewed in a different direction from those
shown here in Fig. 7. Another head structure (orange in Fig.
7, a and b), determined by Houdusse et al. (2000), that can be
loosely classed with the Dominguez structure was of scallop
myosin with MgdADPdVO4 bound, proposed as an ATPase
transition state structure closely related to both relaxed and
prepowerstroke conformations. This had the neck region
tilted up by a neck tilt of almost 608 relative to the Rayment
head. Looking down the ﬁlament axis (Fig. 7 b) toward the Z-
band these structures were also very different. Relative to the
Rayment (rigor) head, the lever arm of the Dominguez head
is markedly slewed clockwise by a neck slew of ;908 and
that of the Houdusse head has a clockwise neck slew of;258.
A third class of structure, not illustrated here, was a scallop
myosindMgdADP state which Houdusse et al. (1999) referred
to as a detached, stable, MdATP-like state.
Putting our new relaxed insect ﬂight muscle myosin head
into the context of these crystal structures (pale blue structure
in Fig. 7, a and b), the position of its lever arm is closest to
that of Houdusse’s ADPdVO4 scallop S1 structure. Proposed
as a transition state analog that would trap myosin near to
completion of hydrolysis, this state must be closely similar to
that of the MdADPdPi state that predominates in relaxed
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striated muscles (Hibberd and Trentham, 1986; Xu et al.,
1999), so the structural kinship with relaxed myosin heads in
IFM may not be surprising. Note, however, that this is the
ﬁrst time that any head shape other than rigor has been
systematically observed in intact muscle. In summary, the
resting myosin head shape in Lethocerus ﬂight muscle is
markedly different from the rigor Rayment head shape. The
direct comparison of the two structures is given in Fig. 7 c,
where it can be seen that the only substantial difference
between the two structures is a pure change (by 958) in neck
tilt in the axial direction (i.e., parallel to the actin ﬁlament
long axis) that moves the outer end of the neck axially by
;10 nm as illustrated in Fig. 8 b.
Conclusions about the contractile cycle in IFM
As described above, the axis deﬁnitions and plot in Fig. 8,
a and b provide a direct way of comparing the neck
FIGURE 8 (a) Deﬁning the different
motions of the lever arm and hook axis
denoted by neck tilt, neck slew, and neck
rotation in different myosin head struc-
tures, assuming that the catalytic do-
main is oriented as it would be if
attached to actin in the rigor conforma-
tion, with the actin axis vertical and the
Z-band end at the bottom. The neck
long axis is taken as the line joining
residues 780 and 843, and the hook axis
is taken as the line joining residues 830
to 843. (b) A plot showing the neck tilt
and neck slew angles required by the
lever arm in order to convert between
the four structures when the catalytic
domain is superimposed on a vertical
actin ﬁlament in the rigor attachment
position (see Fig. 7, a and b). The
arrows on different points show the
relative neck rotations of the hook
region of the myosin head in the
different structures. The vertical refer-
ence axis is the actin ﬁlament axis with
M-band up, Z-band down. R refers to
the Rayment rigor structure (Rayment
et al., 1993a,b), D refers to the Dom-
inguez prepowerstroke structure (Dom-
inguez et al., 1998), L is Lethocerus
(this work), and S is the scallop myosin
MgdADPdVO4 structure (Houdusse
et al., 2000). (c and d) The relaxed to
rigor transition involves a swing of the
myosin neck domain. Our best, relaxed
myosin thick ﬁlament model is shown
on the left (c), and an actin ﬁlament
reconstruction labeled with S1 in the
rigor state is shown on the right (d)
(Harford and Squire, unpublished data
from S1-labeled ﬁsh muscle). For an
actin target monomer ideally opposite
a relaxed myosin head, the relaxed to
actin-bound (prepowerstroke) transition
requires only a radial movement of ;2
nm and a small rotation of the catalytic
domain to achieve rigor-like docking of
the catalytic domain on the actin site
(red arrow). After docking, only
a purely axial swing (no slew), with
a small pivot rotation (of 1208), of the
myosin head neck domain (lever-arm) is
needed to complete a powerstroke and to reach the ﬁnal rigor conformation (as in Fig. 7, c and d). The lateral separation of the myosin and actin ﬁlaments has
been exaggerated in this diagram.
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conﬁgurations in the different crystal structures and in
resting insect ﬂight muscle in terms of neck tilt, neck slew,
and neck rotation, assuming that the catalytic domain is
docked on actin as in the Rayment-Milligan reconstruction
of the acto-S1 rigor complex structure (Rayment et al.,
1993b). It therefore throws light on a possible contractile
cycle in insect ﬂight muscle. To go from any one of the
observed structures to any other in a putative cross-bridge
cycle on actin requires a change in neck tilt and neck slew of
the neck long axis, together with a change in neck rotation of
the hook axis around the neck long axis. Fig. 8 b plots the
results on a diagram of neck tilt against neck slew relative
to the Rayment structure at 08, 08, assuming that the rigor
position of the lever is the same as in Rayment et al.
(1993a,b). The neck rotation of the hook is also shown at
each point as the angle of the short line at each place, once
again with the Rayment structure assigned a neck rotation of
08. This is a useful way of displaying all three parameters.
Clearly the transition of the hook from the rigor Rayment
head to the hook of any of the other head structures shows
the same trend; it is counterclockwise and is smallest from
Rayment (R) to Lethocerus (L) (208), is 358 from
Rayment to Dominguez, and largest for Rayment to
Houdusse (458). The diagram conﬁrms that in insect ﬂight
muscle the relaxed-to-rigor transition involves an almost
pure 958 change in neck tilt. There is no change in neck slew
and the neck rotation changes by only about 208.
Can further deductions be made about the full cross-bridge
cycle in active insect ﬂight muscle? IFM is unique in having
a very highly developed stretch-activation mechanism as
needed for its oscillatory driving of the wing/thorax
assembly at high frequencies (Pringle, 1967; Josephson
et al., 2000). Does the resting myosin head arrangement lend
itself to this kind of behavior? The images in Fig. 8, c and
d indicate what is needed for a resting, projecting myosin
head in IFM to attach to actin in the rigor conformation. The
signiﬁcant point is that, assuming that an appropriately
oriented actin monomer is close by, the catalytic domain of
the resting head is almost already in the correct conﬁguration
to attach directly to the binding site on actin that is used by
the rigor heads, without it needing to tilt or rotate very much .
The main need is a small radial movement (;1–2 nm) and
possibly a small amount of radial and axial searching to
reach an actin monomer that is sterically (helically) optimum
for attachment (possibly much less than the 67.5 nm found
in vitro by Steffen et al. (2001), because in the muscle the
interaction must be highly constrained by the ﬁlament and
lattice geometry). Perhaps not surprisingly, it is as if the
relaxed IFM structure is primed and ready for optimally
positioned heads to go through their cycle on actin; the heads
are just waiting for a trigger. It is known that a fairly small
increase above the resting level of Ca21, to 3 mM, will prime
IFM for contraction, but that full activation at that Ca21 level
can be achieved only by applying a stretch (Pringle, 1967). It
could be that Ca21-binding loosens the resting heads enough
to move the 1–2 nm for actin attachment, but that little
happens until the muscle is stretched, and that some trigger,
perhaps acting through those heads that can weakly attach, or
possibly through noncross-bridge contacts between thick and
thin ﬁlaments (Reedy et al., 1994), switches the structure on
fully to activate the transition from the relaxed to rigor head
shapes described in Fig. 7, c and d. It is known that the same
full-activation effect in IFM can also be achieved by much
higher levels of calcium (Taylor et al., 1999). The calcium-
primed state that sets the stage for stretch activation is known
from x-ray diffraction to be very similar in structure to that
of relaxed Lethocerus (Tregear et al., 1998a,b). So it is
conceivable that high calcium and stretch both trigger
activation by disrupting ATPase-inhibiting interhead link-
ages that appear to be physically embodied in our model for
the relaxed IFM crown. Padron et al. (1998) also discussed
the idea of relaxed head-head interactions being inhibitory
and subject to disruption by activating events, e.g., when
activated by calcium binding or by phosphorylation, or in the
absence of ATP.
Our data add new and precise support for the action cycle
ﬁrst inferred from thin-section EM of relaxed and rigor IFM
(Reedy et al., 1965), ﬁnally showing resting cross-bridges
truly at ;908, with their actin-binding sites suitably oriented
toward actin. The catalytic domain positions with respect to
actin appear to be almost the same in both the relaxed and
rigor states, as though the projecting relaxed heads are poised
to enable very rapid attachment to correctly oriented target
sites on an adjacent actin ﬁlament. Once the catalytic domain
has attached, the head can sequentially release hydrolysis
products Pi and ADP as it moves toward the nucleotide-free
(rigor) state. This requires only an axial swing of the neck
region (lever arm) through ;908 around the pivot point
(making the whole head including the catalytic domain
appear to rotate to the conventionally quoted 458 rigor
angle), giving an axial step of ;10 nm. An ATP-induced
detachment and resetting of the head to the MdADPdPi state,
followed by repositioning the head near the original relaxed
conﬁguration, will automatically set up another potential
contractile cycle in the oscillating muscle. The ‘‘inward’’
heads imply an inactive half-population of potential motors
that might remain near their rest position during contraction.
This would be structurally consistent with the persistent but
less prominent crown shelves by EM and the $50% loss of
1/14.5-nm1 x-ray diffraction intensity observed in actively
contracting Lethocerus IFM (Tregear et al., 1998a,b; Taylor
et al., 1999).
Note that the ‘‘inward’’ heads may be inactive as force-
generators yet crucial for the inhibition of ATPase that must
be released during activation by stretch or high calcium. The
notion proposed earlier, that the linkages seen in the relaxed
crown structure may embody inhibitory interhead contacts,
implies that stretch-induced perturbation of these contacts
might release the inhibition. This would make our crown
structure a key to the mechanism of stretch activation. A
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model for such crown-structure perturbation might be
computed by our approach if we can time-resolve x-ray
diffraction changes in the calcium-primed state during the
2–6 ms between an activating stretch and the active tension
response.
Contributions from actin—the potential
for further modeling
Although the layer-lines with l ¼ 6N (orders of 38.7 nm1)
were omitted from the modeling, the best myosin ﬁlament
model predicts substantial intensity on these layer-lines.
Using the modeled contribution from the myosin ﬁlaments
as a guide on the l ¼ 6N layer-lines, comparison with the
observed intensity data reveals intensity differences which
should originate from actin and troponin. On layer-line 6,
the predicted contribution from the resting myosin ﬁlament
(e.g., in Fig. 5 c) is in the middle of the observed off-
meridional intensity proﬁle. It is likely that the near-
meridional end of this intensity that is not explained by
myosin comes from troponin on the thin ﬁlaments, whereas
the higher radius end comes from the remainder of the actin
ﬁlament.
The arrangement of the actin ﬁlaments in insect ﬂight
muscle is quite different from that in ﬁsh muscle (see Fig. 2
c, left and right, respectively). The insect muscle unit cell is
modeled as containing three actin ﬁlaments with an element
of randomness in their rotational positions. The actin
ﬁlaments are arranged in the unit cell with azimuthal
rotations of 608 around the thick ﬁlament, each actin ﬁlament
also containing a random rotation of 1808. This accounts for
the presence of sampled actin layer-lines in the inner part of
the pattern turning into continuous layer-lines further out. In
our case, where we are modeling data only out to 6.5 nm, we
are looking only at the inner Bragg-sampled actin layer-lines.
The next stage of the modeling, requiring a substantial period
of computing time, will therefore include the actin ﬁlaments,
tropomyosin, and troponin (Wendt and Leonard, 1999), as
well as the thick ﬁlament, in the full IFM unit cell and the
whole structure will be reﬁned together using all of the 468
independent observed reﬂections. The potential exists using
this approach to fully ‘‘solve’’ the whole of the resting
Lethocerus ﬂight muscle unit cell to 6.5-nm resolution or
better.
An even lower R-factor than 9.7% might be expected in
light of the 3% achieved in modeling bony ﬁsh muscle thick
ﬁlaments. One possibility is that the two heads do not have
exactly the same shape that we constrained them to here;
modeling them independently will require more parameters
than the 13 used here, and will be part of future efforts.
Another is that other minor components of the thick
ﬁlament might affect the intensities. Candidates include
projectin (Bullard and Leonard, 1996), zeelins 1 and 2
(Ferguson et al., 1994), linkages between heavy troponin
(TnH) and myosin light chains (Reedy et al., 1994; Moore
et al., 2000), and some Drosophila IFM proteins like
ﬂightin (Reedy et al., 2000) and glutathione S-transferase-2
(Clayton et al., 1998). Structurally, in Lethocerus itself,
weak contributions from the disordered 14.5-nm repeat at
the thick ﬁlament ends (Fig. 1) and the seven or eight
;14.6-nm repeats of M-line bridges in mid-sarcomere can
doubtless be separated after further EM analysis of thin-
sectioned sarcomeres.
Finally, it is worth noting that the sharp lattice sampling in
relaxed Lethocerus x-ray patterns fully supports the EM
ﬁnding by Schmitz et al. (1994) that the thick ﬁlaments are in
exact lateral and helical register across substantial domains
in the A-band. This can be maintained only if the imperfect
whole-ﬁlament register shown by meandering of Z- and M-
bands (Fig. 1) and the variable orientations of thick ﬁlament
proﬁles in the M-band (Freundlich and Squire, 1983) involve
quantized and coupled axial and rotational (i.e., screwing)
displacements of thick ﬁlaments within the A-band lattice.
The regular thick ﬁlament structure modeled here does not
by itself imply any mechanism for imposing such lattice
register among relaxed cross-bridges while permitting
imperfect ﬁlament register. Whatever are the ﬁlament
interactions or forces that impose cross-bridge lattice order,
they might also tend to radially expand the crown shelves,
holding or drawing relaxed myosin heads out to higher
radius in the lattice than can persist in isolated or ﬁxed
ﬁlaments and explaining the discrepancy between Fig. 6, c
and d and Fig. 6, e–g.
CONCLUSION
In summary, by rigorously solving the myosin ﬁlament part
of the low-angle x-ray diffraction pattern from relaxed insect
ﬂight muscle, we have been able to identify for the ﬁrst time
in intact muscle a myosin head shape clearly different from
the nucleotide-free, rigor, state. The resulting transition in
head shape implied for active muscle is consistent with
a purely axial swing of the myosin head lever arm on the
actin-attached catalytic domain of ;10 nm. The resting
myosin head conﬁguration provides a possible explanation
for the uniquely developed stretch-activation response in
insect ﬂight muscle.
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